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Editor’s con_ment. At the time of the receipt of this paper, the reference (31 by D. Scott was in 
the stage of prlvatc circulation. It has since been published in the Proceedings of the Logic 
Conference. Kiei, 1974 (Lecture Notes in Math. 499, Springer, Berlin). Here Scott has supplied a 
solution by Y.L. Ershov to the problem which is dealt with in this paper. The editor has decided 
to publi h this paper, since these two investig,\tions were done independently. 
Abstract. The problem ‘“Do the retracts in PW ftjrrn a continuous lattice?” as given by D. Scott. is 
solved negatively. This is done by explicitly defining a retract I for which the equation 
t = U{a 1 a -C r} does not hold. 
In his paper [3j, Scott has given the question: Do the retracts in PO form a 
continuous lattice’! In the present paper we shall give a negative answer to this 
problem. In Section 1, in order to state the problem precisely, we shall brieflv 
summarize the definitions and results from [I], [2) and [3]. So for detailed 
expositions consult these three papers. Though some minor changes in definitions 
are made, they are essentially the same as those by Scott. Section 2 is devoted to the 
proof that thle retracts in PCL) do not form a continuous lattice. 
1. Preiiminaries 
For a coml4ete lattice D, we endow a topo’logv on it bv the condition that a * . 
subset U of D is open if and only if 
ere C denotes the 
ordering of L$ X is directed if any doubleton subset of _X has an upper bound in X, 
and UX denotes the least ‘upper bound of X in D. 
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We calt this topology the induced topology on D. 
Delinition 1.1. A complete lattice 1) is c&iinuaras if and only if 
x := LJ{y 1 y -c x} 
halds for any x E D, where the relation -C is defined by that y K x if and only if x is 
irt the interior of the set {z 1 y 6 z} under the induced topology. 
Remark 1.2. Any finite Lattice is a conti 
a given complete lattice is contlinuous 
nuous lattice. 
is interesting 
so the question as to whether 
on ly when it is infinite. 
Let w be the set of aI1 nonnegative integers and POJ its power set. Then PW is a 
complete Boolean algebra by taking the usual set operations as lattice operations. 
So instead of C, u, etc. we use C, U, etc. to denote lattice operations on Pw. 
Now we list up some results about ths induced topology on PO. 
Let E be the set of al! finite subsets of O, i.e., E = {e E PW 1 e is finite). and for 
eEE we put U, =(xjeCx}, ,namely UC is the principal filter generated by e. 
Then we have the following propositions as established in [I]. 
PrqWtion 1.3. For alny 4 E E, I/, is open. 
Proposition 1.4. ( U, 1 e E E} constitutes a basis for the open sets of Pw. 
Proposition Il.5 x < y if and only if :: E E and x C y. 
Proposition 1.6. Pm is a continuous lattice. 
Proposition 1.7. A function f : Pid * PW is continuous if and only if f (x ) = 
L! .J::; fix ull .K E PO. 
The last proposition teils that a continuous function f : PO + PW is determined 
by its effect on E, and any monotonic function g : E -+ PO can be uniquely 
extended to a continuous funcition g : PW - P61. By virtue of this, we can represent 
(code) any continuous function (from PW to Pw) as an element in Pw. Scott has 
done this as fok~s. 
Let F : E ---p CI be the Gjection defined by E(C) = ClrIr2’ (we put F (fl) = 0). Then 
e can enumerate the set E, by setting e+, = F l(n): 
pair: 63xw--+w he the bijection def3ncd by pair(n, m ) = 
ly write (n, m) in place of air@. m ). Let 
t of ail continuous functions from PW to PO. 
We then define two functions 
graph: [Pw- Pw]- PW 
and 
fun : PW - [ PW - Pw] 
graph(f) = I( n, m ) 1 m E f(e, It} 
fun(u)(x) = {m ) 34’” C x, (n. m)E 14). 
respectively. 
By Proposition 1.7, we see that graph is injectivc and furl is -well-defined. The 
following proposition can be easilv checked. 
l 
Proposition 1.8. For c2nv f E [PO --j Pw), _ 
f = fun(graph(f)). 
M c graph(fun(u)), 
where equrrlity holds if und only if (k, m ) E K and ek c e, imply (n. m ) E u. 
We introduce two operations in Pw: 
For u, v E Pw, we let 
and 
~(17) = fun(u)(v) 
14 * 0 = graph(funr[U)ofun(v)), 
where 0 in ttne right-hand side of the second equation denotes the composition of 
Imappings. 
2. Proof that retracts are not continuous 
Definition 2,$. An element a E PO is a ~ctrncl if a = n 0 a holds. 
We put 9’? = {a E PW 1 (a is a retract}. Let c : PO - PW be a function defined by 
c(x) = x ox. Then since 3 is the set of all fixed points of c anci since c is monotonic, 
we see that 9 is a complete lattice by its natural orderin: c. (See Tarski [3] 
Theorem 1.) L-Lcnce there nijturally aric\es the question: “Is 3 continuous?” (See 
the paragraph following Theorem 3. I in 6.31.) The answer is NO, and the remainder 
of this paper is devoted to the proof that ,9? is not a contirluous lattice. 
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Lemma 2.2. An element a E PO is a retract if and only if a = graph(f) for some 
f E [Pw --) Pw] such that f = f 0 f. 
Proof. In this proof Prolposition 1.8 is freely used. Proof of if part: 
a oa = graph(fun(a)ofun(a)) = graph(fun(graph(f))ofun(graph(f))j- = 
h(f 0 f) = graph(f) = a. 
Proof of only if part: a = a 0 42 = graph(fun(a)afun(a)). Putting f = fun(a)~fun(a), 
we have a = graph(f), which means fun(a) = fun(graph(f)) ‘= fi Then f 0 f = 
fun(a)ofun(a) = fi 0 
Let Q be the set of ratio:nal numbers. We take an arbitrary bijection 
i+?:&P-+Q 
and fix it. 
Let q :Po-,Po be defined by q(x)={n 1%~ E.x, v(n)<p(,n)). By Proposi- 
tion 1.7 we see q E [PO --, Pu]. We put r = graph(q). 
Lemma 2.3. r is a retract. 
Proof. For any x E Pw, we have 
q(q(x))={n lsm Eq(x),dn)<p(m)} 
+ Pm (~l~x.cF(m)<~(l),p(n)<~(m))) 
={n~~l~x.,cp(n)~~(l)} 
(this is because Q is densely ordered) 
Hence, r is a retract bv Lemma 2.2. Cl d 
We remark in passing that the retract r may be considered as the data type (see 
131) of the real numbers by identifying a fixed point s of q with the real number 
x’ = sups. 
Lemma 2.4. If a < r where -C is considsved in 3. then a = (3. 
. Suppose a # 8. Take any (n, m) E a, an put F = a(e,). Since a is a retract 
and (n, m )E a, it follows that F = a(F) f fl. uppose that q(F) has a greatest 
element q(m) with m E F. Since a =C r and a is a retract we have F = a(F)C r(F). 
ut by the definition of F it follows that m gf r(F); contradicting the fact that m E F. 
Hence q(F) does not contain a greatest element. So we may take an infinite 
sequence m,,, ml, m2, . . . such that m,EF and ~(m,,)<(F(m,)<cF(nz~)<.... 
Now we define Continuous functions qr( (k E O) in [Pu -9 &M] by 
@JX)= Q(x)-{m, 1 i 3 k}, 
whose continuity is easily checked. And we put rk = graph(qk). We show that rk 
(k E w) are retracts. For any x E PO, we have m 
qdx)=q(x)-(m,liak} 
= q(q(x))- {m, 1 i 2 k) 
Zq(q(x)-{m,li3k})-(mJi3X) 
=’ t&k(x))-{ml 1 i a k} 
= qk (qk (x ))a 
On the other hand, for any n E qL(x) we have n &Z {m, 1 i 2 k} and p(n) c ~(1) for 
some I E x. We can take an element j such that q(n)< q(j)<: q(l) and j e {m, f i > 
k}, since Q i:j dcnseIy ordered. This means rt E q({j)) and j E q(x)- {m, f i 3 k). 
HencenEq({j})~q(q(x)-{m,~i~k})=q(q~(x)).Sincen~{m,~i~k}.wesee 
n E ql(qk I t-)). Hence FI, is a retract. 
It is eas) to check that r = U aEwrr. Hence, denoting tt e least upper bound 
operation in 9? by u. we have 
r = u r, c L_l r, G r, 
I E ‘c, If_W 
i.e., 
Since {r, 1 i E o} is directed and a C r. there exists some rk such that 
rkEint{zE%laCz). Hence acrk. But this is a contradjction since nrk E F = 
a(F), and Fqk E r#). 
Therefore we have a = 8. 0 
Our main result now easilv follows. I 
heorem 2.5. 5% is not a continuous idttii’e. 
roof. If & is continuous, then we have 
r = Ll(a E $3 1 a -c r} 
which is a contradiction. q 
id2 
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